**Independent**

The Russian Media Sources do not mention the issue of media freedom, but rather focus on the regulation of the Georgian Government. The term "INDEPENDENT" is predominantly used by Georgian and Western Media Sources in the context of the independence of media.

**Speech / Media**

The Russian Media Sources do not focus much on the issue of "freedom of SPEECH" and "MEDIA freedom". By contrast, the Georgian and Western Media Sources address the issue with more frequency, although they use the terminology in distinctly different ways (Georgian-Speech, Western-Media).

**Protest / Protesters**

The Georgian Media Sources use the words PROTEST and PROTESTERS with more frequency than the Russian & Western Media Sources. The issue appears more relevant to Georgians since they are actively engaged in protesting against the government, in the ground.

**Public**

Both Georgian and Russian Media Sources do not seem to use the term PUBLIC with much frequency; whereas the Western Media Sources use the term much more often. The term is usually used in the context of Public Opinion, Public Society and the lack of Public Trust in the Government.

**Tax / Financial**

The Western Media Sources emphasize the economic aspects of the Georgian Independent Media Issue. The words TAX and FINANCIAL appear with much more frequency than in the Georgian and Russian Media Sources.